Ocular surface and chronic pesticide exposure: Evaluating the alterations in corneal cellular turnover concerning cell cycle and apoptosis.
The consequences of chronic pesticide exposure on the ocular surface are not yet fully known and lacunae exist regarding the repercussions of this xenobiotic insult on cellular turnover. The present work aims to establish the mechanistic relationship between ocular morbidity and chronic pesticide exposure by analyzing the impact on key regulators responsible for cell cycle and death. Vital components of cell cycle and death were primarily explored in this study by mimicking the on-field scenario regarding chronic pesticide exposure in a murine model. Various cellular aspects were taken into consideration through culture analyses, flowcytometric evaluation, fluorescence microscopic studies etc. We observed downregulation of key players of the cell-cycle at different stages (viz. Cyclin-D1, CDK4, pRb, PCNA, PP1, PP2A, p-cdc 25c and Aurora kinase A) with a corresponding increase in the expression of cell-cycle inhibitors like p18 and p21, which lead to hypoproliferation of corneal epithelial cells post pesticide exposure. The expression of GSK 3β, a master-molecule involved in both cell cycle and apoptotic pathways corresponded well with the scientific theme and indicated towards cellular hypoproliferation and increase of apoptosis. Key players of both the intrinsic (viz. Bax/Bcl2, JNK) and extrinsic (viz. CD 95) apoptotic pathways were found to be activated leading to enhanced cleaved Caspase 3 expression and corresponding cell death. We tried to highlight the mechanistic correlation between the alterations in cellular turnover as the reason behind the heightened ocular morbidity due to 'chronic pesticide exposure'- the xenobiotic stress exerted by these 'farmers' friends'.